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Abstract—The Tactile Internet is a prominent example for the
need to re-evaluate the trade-off between compression and real-
time needs for smaller messages from/to sensors and actuators.
Considering the ultra-low latency requirements in the millisecond
range, we developed a use-case agnostic low-level approach to
compress the amount of data that need to be sent. Our approach
combines threshold-based delta-coding for individual values
(BIN) and bit-plane level flexible compression through precision
reduction (BLISS). We demonstrate how realistic data savings
can be obtained with low compression losses and overheads
using common Tactile Internet data sets through application of
our approach. We find that our agnostic and case-independent
approach yields data savings over the 50 % range for low
compression losses for Tactile Internet scenarios.

Index Terms—Tactile Internet; Real-Time Compression

I. INTRODUCTION

Real-time communication and control have gathered signif-
icant interest in recent years, especially with the emergence
of the Internet of Things (IoT) and mobile (cellular) com-
munication networks of the 5th Generation (5G). Similarly,
the increasing need for Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) has
found expression in standardization efforts [1] that target the
often industry-specific need for ultra-reliable and ultra-low
latency communications (URLLC) with bounded, guaranteed
delays (as, for example, required in fully automated production
environments). At the same time, the Tactile Internet [2]
has emerged for multi-modal (auditory/visual/haptic) appli-
cation scenarios of human-to-machine and machine-to-human
feedback and control (and in combining the two, human-to-
human or machine-to-machine). As defined by the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) in its P1918.1
standard development, the Tactile Internet (TI) is: “A network
or network of networks for remotely accessing, perceiving,
manipulating or controlling real or virtual objects or processes
in perceived real time by humans or machines.”

The potential use cases for the TI are manifold and include
industrial application scenario as well as agriculture and
leisure applications, and are poised to permeate society as
a whole. One particular characteristic is the integration of
communication and control into the concept of the TI, which
places human operators in-the-loop. This, however, requires

that communication and control in this scenario can be per-
formed at the ultra-low latency speeds required for embedding
human operators in an effective [3] as well as safe [4]–[6]
fashion. In turn, the commonly assumed latency requirement
for the entire control loop is bound at a single millisecond
for sensing, communication, processing, and actuation. This
tight latency requirement is needed, for example, in industrial
applications where humans and collaborative robots will work
together in Industry 4.0 scenarios.

A significant problem is the networked delivery and pro-
cessing of data required for the TI. Bandwidth and trans-
mission delays are common main factors when considering
networked latency. However, any in-network computing will
have to be added to this consideration as well. For example,
a single {x, y, z} position only consumes 192 bits with a
64-bit precision; the required sample rate in a TI scenario
would result in the equivalent of a bundle of 3 idealistic ISDN
lines. However, the broad adoption of the TI for leisure as
well as industrial scenarios will quickly require a significant
increase of these data rates. As multiple Co-Bots interact
with humans in industrial settings, there is a need to send
significantly more data, such as for individual robot joints,
their torque, other feedback, etc. Similarly, human-machine
interfaces at a higher level will require significantly more data
as well, such as gloves for fine-grained control that are in
development and feature 40 gyristors next to other sensors. As
data gathering and control for machines and humans increases,
so will the pressures to perform adequate compression. Similar
considerations have recently found application in the so-called
Brain Floating-Point, which Google and Intel have adopted
for hardware-accelerated machine learning approaches, similar
to an IEEE half-precision 16-bit float we consider. Designing
a generic compression approach has the benefit of enabling
a broad range of applications to employ the concept, while
simultaneously providing straight-forward possibilities to fine-
tune based on context.

This contribution describes the development of an agnostic
compression approach for TI data streams over assumed loss-
free data channels that are subject to tight delay bounds
commonly around 1 ms round-trip time, which can readily
expanded for other considerations, such as perceptual coding



approaches. In the following section, we describe reference
sample data sets that we employ in our method’s performance
evaluation and describe common metrics. In Section III, we
describe our overall approach in an holistic fashion, incorpo-
rating individual data set samples to showcase the different
impacts. We follow with a combined evaluation based on the
described data sets in Section IV for reliable channels. We
conclude with currently ongoing as well as an outlook on
future works in Section V.

II. CONFIGURATION AND METHODS

In this section, we initially describe the public domain data
sets that we employ for highlighting our algorithm and its
performance evaluation and related metrics.

A. Haptic Codec Development Traces

A particular data set has been provided by the Technische
Universität München (TUM), Germany, as part of the ongoing
standardization efforts for haptic codecs for the TI1. The
data set is split into haptic and kinesthetic traces, described
in greater detail in [7], [8]. The available kinesthetic traces
provide timestamped interaction data in the form of nine
floating point values (e.g., each typically 4 byte in case of a
32-bit float) and captured in milliseconds for 25 s of interaction
time (i.e., each file consists of 25000 captured samples with
each sample having nine floating point values). The tactile
data set part generation is described greater detail in [9]. The
available data is provided in multiple formats, one being a
Matlab file that contains initial dimensional reduction with the
DFT321 [10], which already would introduce additional delay
requirements. Here, we consider our approach in a content-
agnostic fashion, which requires to consider the raw content
rather than processed values. The resulting data we consider
in turn is represented by three individual 64-bit floating point
values.

B. Notation and Metrics

Let i denote the i-th measurement out of I total measure-
ments taken for a specific scenario and j = 0, . . . , J − 1
denote the j-th regular value (i.e., here floating point value)
out of J values comprising an individual measurement. Subse-
quently, a single value within a measurement is identified as
xi,j . Furthermore, assume that the measurement values xi,j

are required to be transmitted into a message Mi for each
measurement. To determine the changes between values over
time, we employ ∆i,j(d) = xi,j−xi−d,j , where d indicates the
distance between two individual measurements for a specific
value, 0 ≤ d ≤ I − i.

Initially denoting the overall ordered set of all values as

Y = (xi,j)∀i,j ,
⋂
∀i,j

xi,j , (1)

1Available from https://www.ei.tum.de/en/lmt/research/
ieee-p191811-haptic-codecs/

we further denote an ordered element at position l as yl out
of L = I · J values. The mean can thus be determined as

ȳ =

∑
l yl
L

=

∑
i,j xi,j

I · J
= x̄. (2)

We subsequently denote the median as

med(y) =
ybL+1

2 c
+ ydL+1

2 e

2
. (3)

We additionally consider the absolute values for both as well,
i.e., we define

|y| =
∑

l |yl|
L

(4)

and

med(|y|) =
|y|bL+1

2 c
+ |y|dL+1

2 e

2
. (5)

In order to evaluate our scheme, we commonly employ the
notion of realized savings, which could be calculated, e.g., for
the number of original values in an evaluated scenario L with
the count from the optimized scenario L′ as

s(L′) = 1− L′

L
. (6)

Similarly, one can determine the absolute error between two
values from the original and the resulting data as the absolute
error |∆′i,j | =

∣∣x′i,j − xi,j

∣∣, where x′i,j denotes the modified
(sent) value. Subsequently, the median of the absolute error
can be denoted as med(|∆′|).

III. CONTENT-AGNOSTIC REAL-TIME COMPRESSION:
BIN AND BLISS

In this section, we review the individual BIN and BLISS
components and their impacts on sent messages before pro-
viding a view on their combined performance.

A. Binary Indicated Numbers (BIN)

We initially consider a basic lossless compression approach
that limits the potential amount of processing overhead while
reducing the data rate. This approach introduces a content
indicator that includes information about changed data in
the underlying messages, with the overall flow outlined in
Figure 1a. All included changes of values exceeding Boolean
single-bit sizes will be identified in their respective order in
an additional prepended header. Let bj(i) represent the binary
indicator for the j-th measurement value or its respective BIN
in the i-th message and recall that J resembles their (here
assumed fixed) total count in each message. Subsequently,
unchanged values do not need to be sent and their BIN can
be set to zero and the value be omitted from the message, i.e.,
bj(i) = [|∆i,j(1)| > 0] ,noting that the [·] represents the Iver-
son bracket. The overall delay this approach introduces is one
measurement sample time only at the beginning and it requires
additional (though negligible) buffer space for comparisons
and assembly of the new messages. As commonplace, the
overall setup is either fixed or can be performed out-of band
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Fig. 1. Concept of adding the BIN header based for threshold-limited changed values and impact of stationary thresholds for an example data set trace.

between the encoder (sender side) and the decoder (receiver
side). Overall, this approach can be regarded as similar to
common header compression schemes that are employed in
the cellular domain to indicate changed protocol information,
such as RoHC, see, e.g., [11]. It is significantly different from
these more complex schemes, as our approach targets the
content, not the header, while maintaining simple complexity
for ultra-low latency applications suitable even for limited
computing and low-powered edge and end devices. Figure 1b
illustrates the application of BINs to the fast direct 1 spike
probe aluminum grid test trace in the TUM tactile data set,
which has three 16-bit floats as source data. Here, we consider
a comparison between the values in the current message and
the previously transmitted value (which can be more than one
offset if a threshold above zero is set). The first consideration
of no relative threshold results in positive savings with respect
to the number of values requiring transmission. The reasoning
here is that several values exist that are not changing with
subsequent entries in the trace and can be adequately captured
with appropriate BINs. The relative amount of bytes saved,
however, is negative, as indicated in Figure 1b as well. The
two underlying reasons for the negative savings, i.e., overhead,
are i.) the number of bits J required for the BINs and ii)
the consideration of only fully byte-aligned messages. With
an increase of 3 bits to reflect 3 numerical values, each
message ultimately is increased by one byte, which causes
the negative savings despite a reduction in the occurrences of
values. However, an additional modification of this scheme
can readily be employed that considers a content-dependent
threshold for changes in the individual content values for
the BINs. This approach should result in better compression
yields, although at the expense of some additional information
loss. Here, we implement a basic threshold scheme for the
individual values to be captured with BINs to provide an initial
overview that lies within reasonable assumptions while being
content agnostic:

bj(i, d, limit) =

{
0, for |xi,j−d| > 0 ∧ |∆i,j(1)

xi,j−d
| < limit,

1, otherwise.
(7)

For example, one could consider a threshold of one percent
changes in between messages for values representing coor-
dinates, as these could be well within what is attainable in
resolution of either sensing or actuation. Configuration for the
underlying content is, thus, an important consideration. We ex-
plicitly note that here, we exclude considerations for deadband
or perceptual coding to focus on the general applicability of
our approach. For a discussion of tactile/kinesthetic perceptual
coding approaches, we refer the interested reader to, e.g., [12]–
[14], which could be incorporated here as well.

As illustrated in Figure 1b, an increase in the required
threshold before sending the changed data rather than a BIN
indication to the receiver results in gradual saving increases
at first. Above just over one percent as threshold, the increase
becomes almost linear with an increase of the threshold, with
over 20 % savings in value counts for a 10 % threshold, which
results in over 5 % of data changes (keeping in mind that 5 bit
in each message are wasted, which could be exploited further).

B. Bit Level Integrated Scalability Support (BLISS)

We now consider the common nature of data stored within
BINs as foundation for the reduction in data to be sent while
minimizing the impact with the additional goal of straight-
forward adjustment as needed. Past compression approaches,
such as for video coding, enable bit plane scalability com-
pression by allowing arbitrary truncation of the encoded data
during the networked delivery process, see, e.g., [15] for
examples in the video compression domain. We consider two
different approaches here, namely first a reduction from high-
accuracy floating point values common in the popular data
sets to lower resolution ones, thus incurring a slight loss of
fidelity. (We note that our approach can be equally applied to
32-bit or 64-bit values or be modified for other value types.)
Next, we consider truncation of the number of bits reserved
for the significand or digit part of floating point values, as
in the common IEEE 754 standard [16]. The reduction of
bits allocated results in a small additional loss of granularity,
which can be determined or negotiated prior sending. To
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Fig. 2. Concept and example impacts of the BLISS scalability where floating-point values can be cut at different precision levels without incurring processing
delays. The example showcases the impact of different numbers of bits allocated to the significand part of three different floating point number precision
levels. The original values were 64-bit floats (F64).

enable utmost flexibility, we consider splitting the individual
float bits into a base layer that is comprised of the exponent
and a minimum number of bits for the significand, as well
as an enhancement layer for the remaining significand bits.
Figure 2a illustrates the BLISS concept for 16-bit float values,
which results in an ability to increase the precision on the
receiver side through sending more bits in the enhancement
layer. A significant benefit of this approach is that there is
no penalty for splitting the enhancement layer, i.e., there is
no coding overhead and the precision can readily be adjusted.
For the impacts of the different significand bits available at
the receiver side, we refer to Figure 2b, which again employs
the fast direct 1 spike probe aluminum grid test trace from the
TUM Tactile data set with 64-bit floats (F64) source values.
To contrast the impacts of the illustrated losses, we employ
the median absolute error med(|∆′|) (Med. AE) between the
original value and the potentially truncated BLISS values. We
also note that for comparison, the average absolute value in the
trace is |ȳ| = 0.1692. At the initial 10 bits for the significant,
there is no noticeable error in the overall results at the receiver.
Considering the impact that the reduction in bits have on the
Med. AE, we notice a exponential increase of the error as the
number if bits are reduced. For example, at 6 bits, the Med. AE
is less than 0.001, or just above 0.5 %. We also contrast these
results in Figure 2b with those for the BIN approach for all
10 and 6 bits. We observe that the impact from the different
thresholds here is negligible and the majority of the overall
error stems from the reduction of bits for the significand.

C. Combined BIN and BLISS

In addition to the outlined loss of granularity, the BLISS
approach can be combined with the BIN approach to allow
effortless, arbitrary truncation of the data contained in a packet
through intelligent re-ordering. This combined approach is
illustrated in Figure 3. By choosing a message format that
places non-BIN and non-BLISS values after the prepended

BIN header, the resulting values can be added by first in-
cluding all base layer value parts, followed by round-robin
bits for the enhancement layers. This enables the sender (or
any intermediate node) to truncate the granularity of the
BINBLISS values at a bit level plane prior sending while
enabling the receiver to recombine the bits in a straight-
forward fashion without significant further overheads. We
continue our general demonstration of the impacts using the
fast direct 1 spike probe aluminum grid test trace from the
TUM Tactile data set in Figure 3. We initially observe in
Figure 3b that the savings for the sent values represent the
joint combination of the trends observed for BIN and BLISS
separately. Additionally, we observe a trough around the three
bit lower end at the maximum evaluated change threshold that
curves around towards the five to six bit level at no threshold.
Next, we evaluate the impact on the savings with respect to the
amount of data in Figure 3c. Here we notice a staircase pattern
that follows the different numbers of significand bits and
incorporates the slight increase from the threshold changes.
Here, we more closely observe the impacts that the reduction
of bits has on the savings: a combination of reduction in
the granularity resulting in more matches for keeping values
constant as well as the reduction on the overhead given our
assumed byte boundaries. For example, consider the jump
from 7 bits to 6 bits as the byte boundaries fall and the
messages each get to be the original length. Here, the full
effect of the BIN approach comes to light. While at the highest
compression here over 50 % of data savings are attainable, the
introduced errors at this level likely are prohibitive and a more
prudent point in the range of 5-6 bits might be more advisable.
We evaluate the joint impact of BIN and BLISS on the Med.
AE in Figure 3d. We initially observe that similar to the first
evaluation of different thresholds on the error, the impact of its
variation is fairly minor. We note, however, that the impact of
the BLISS approach on the error is higher, especially when the
number of bits sent is reduced below 6, when an exponential
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Fig. 3. Concept of the joint BIN and BLISS mechanism, which results in no significant time overhead for the real-time compression at ultra-low latencies
and with minimal granularity losses for the TI.

increase takes hold.

IV. ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We initially note the low level of required resources for im-
plementation and the content-agnostic nature of our approach
enabling tailored implementations for control loop scenarios
(human in-the-loop as well as machine in-the-loop). We note
that an evaluation of the remaining tactile traces of the TUM
data sets yields similar results and is omitted here due to space
constraints. We now provide an overview of the kinesthetic
traces in Figure 4. The median data savings attained as a
function of significand bits for a zero percent threshold is
fairly linear and ranges from about 20 to 80 percent as bits are
reduced. Furthermore, we note that the variability as indicated
by the standard deviation is fairly low. When increasing the
allowable threshold to ten percent, we note that the impact
on the savings is quite remarkable and becomes almost fully
flat around 80 %, independent of the number of allocated
significand bits. The impact of this increase can be seen when
considering the error as relative median AE from the traces,
which follows prior observations and exponentially increases
from zero or about two percent to over ten percent for the

zero and ten percent thresholds, respectively. We interestingly
also notice that the relative error level is fairly stable below
one percent up to around six allocated significand bits, with
higher thresholds resulting in a more pronounced stable error
range. We observe fairly low deviations between the traces,
which indicates that these results are fairly representative
for the data set overall. We additionally illustrate the joint
impact of threshold and bit variations in Figure 4b. Lastly,
first prototypical python-based implementation as proof-of-
concept was found to introduce around 1 ms of delay due
to the high overhead in terms of the programming language,
reliance on external libraries, and lack of optimizations. While
high with respect to the required round-trip latency, this first
prototype can be used for non-time-critical evaluations while
implementations that are more optimized are currently in
development and will reduce the delay significantly.

V. CONCLUSION

Our context-agnostic approach for flexible data encoding for
the Tactile Internet provides tunable compression over 50 %
without specific deadband or adaptive coding. While our ap-
proach limits complexity while providing overall agnostic real-
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Fig. 4. Median values for the savings and the relative Median AE as function of the employed significand bits and value change threshold for the 25 s long
kinesthetic traces in the TUM data set.

time compression, it can readily be expanded to accommodate
context-dependent compression, e.g., through further number
manipulations before sending.

We only consider complete and identical bit planes to
maintain a very low complexity level under tight constraints,
however, variable-length values and bit planes are possible.
Additional extensions that re-negotiate the allocation and mes-
sage structure should be straight-forward and are part of our
ongoing research. Additionally, our currently ongoing research
activities include performance analysis for reliability in actual
network deployments and interplays for distributed machine
learning via the bloat16 format.
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